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From: Piers Corbyn 07958713320 (or office above)
To The Right Hon Gordon Brown MP
Prime Minister and MP for Kirkcaldy & Cowdenbeath.
10th August 2008
Dear Gordon,
Floods in Scotland predicted 6 months ahead by solar activity - more expected in UK.
CO2 driven Climate change refuted - Truth and Openness needed in Global Warming Debate
Coal to diesel technology needed to save UK’s energy future
I am writing to you both as MP for your constituency which today was hit by floods and as Prime
Minister, and congratulate you on your steadfast determination to defend the British economy against
the world economic crisis.
The heavy rain across the UK and floods which hit Scotland on 9th/10th August (Ref 1a) were explicitly
predicted (Ref 1b) in WeatherAction's long range forecast issued 6 months ahead in Feb 08 and repeated
in the update issued in July. Similarly the exceptionally high rainfall and deluges of this summer were
also predicted by WeatherAction in February. [The Met office in contrast forecast in April that for
summer 2008 ‘The risk of exceptional rainfall, as seen last summer, is assessed as very low at this
stage’ (Ref 2)]. Our WeatherAction forecast predicts further flooding for parts of the UK this
month (forecast herewith) and next month and it would help for the Environment Agency to apply our
forecasts.
These present floods are part of a world-wide set of solar-driven extreme weather events (Ref 3) which
WeatherAction warned of for the period 'around 9th-11th August' and included the torrential rain at the
Olympic Cycle race held at the Great Wall of China in which Nicole Cooke heroically won Gold for
Team GB.
These events around the world and the floods of 2007 which we also predicted and warned you of by
letter (23 July 07) are driven by predictable aspects of solar activity and sun-Earth magnetic connections
and absolutely nothing to do with man-made CO2.
Whatever may have seemed plausible ten years ago the facts and official figures now show that Global
Warming is over and never was anything to do with mankind's CO2. This is demonstrated using official
published figures in the letter herewith (and Ref 4) from 13 experts to UN Secretary General Ban Kimoon and in a letter to Tim Yeo MP Chair of the Parliamentary Environment Audit Committee (also
herewith) to which he has failed to respond.
The facts are been obscured or covered-up by misguided individuals and vested interests who profit at
taxpayer’s expense from the ‘Climate Change gravy train’. The majority of UK voters are now sceptical
of claims that Man causes Global Warming or consequent Climate Change. It is only a matter of time
before the world drops this bogus theory which is causing massive increases in food prices and

starvation (through biofuels) and excessive oil prices (through decimation of the coal industry). It would
be a great step forward for the UK government and yourself to take a lead on this matter rather than be
forced into a new situation by World events later. As a first step would you please promote Truth and
Openness in the Global Warming debate? Specifically:
(i) Ensure the Parliamentary Environment Audit Committee (headed by Tim Yeo MP) explain on what
evidence they base their recommendations and
(ii) Back the call from 13 experts across the world to the UN secretary General to hold an inquiry into
the 'deceptive practices' of the UN Climate Committee (IPCC).
The good news which must be urgently acted on is that there is no evidence that CO2 drives climate
change - rather evidence against. This means the CO2 from coal burning is no danger and therefore Coal
conversion to Diesel Technology (which can be made very clean in terms of smoke and particle
emissions) should be adopted as a low cost, safe and secure future for UK energy needs and
provide a massive boost to the UK Economy.
Thank you
Piers Corbyn
Ref 1a http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/scotland/edinburgh_and_east/7552242.stm and over 2 inches of rain recorded
at Capel Curig Snowdonia confirming WeatherAction forecast that 2 inches or more would be likely in this period
in places: - http://www.bbc.co.uk/weather/ukweather/daily_review/news/09082008review.shtml
Ref 1b . The WeatherAction forecast issued 14 Feb 2008 stated "8th-11th August...Long Range severe flood
warnings: Many Rivers in England especially North and Scotland under threat. the warning was repeated in the
update produced in July for "Floods likely 9th-11th Aug - North England and Scotland" (Full forecast herewith).
Ref 2. http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/weather/seasonal/summer2008/forecast.html
Ref 3. The rains at the Great wall of China confirmed WeatherAction's warning that for 9th-11th August many
parts of China would see extra active weather fronts which could affect the Olympics. Also specifically
WeatherAction's predicted extra Typhoon and Atlantic/US area Tropical storm activity was confirmed in this
period (Pacific Tropical storm Kika was revitalised into Tropical storm status 09:00hrs GMT on 9th August.
Invest 92 Atlantic tropical depression formed 12 GMT on 10th Aug http://www.wunderground.com/tropical/ )
and a rash of extreme weather events worldwide were reported:
-- The USA PGA Golf was halted by thunderstorms 10th August:http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=20601079&sid=apaS7oETZ_hU&refer=home
- Massive killer floods and landslides hit Vietnam which came from the re-energising of remnants of Tropical
storm Kammur::- http://www.nowpublic.com/world/82-dead-vietnam-floods and
http://ap.google.com/article/ALeqM5hrGVIau3iY6gIeBN2yAs0Ja7cqCAD92F605O0
Ref 4. SCIENTISTS REFUTE THE HUMAN CAUSED GLOBAL WARMING HYPOTHESIS AND
CHALLENGE UN SECRETARY GENERAL TO CALL IPCC TO ACCOUNT An international group of 13
scientist and environmental experts are pressing (14th July) the UN Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon to call the
UN Climate Change Panel (IPCC) to account over lack of scientific integrity and futile 'Climate Change'
recommendations. The signatories include three IPCC Expert Reviewers as well as experts in the fields of
astrophysics, climate science, economics, bio systems, ecology, geophysics, Physics and Chemistry and one
Nobel Peace Prize (shared) winner.
For letter see: http://www.lowefo.com/pdf/Letter_UN_Sec_Gen_Ban_Ki-moon.pdf
Letter also via: http://www.tech-know.eu/uploads/Letter_UN_Sec_Gen_Ban_Ki-moon.pdf

